
 

AUTOMATIC GATES HOW MUCH SHOULD WE SPEND 

ON REPAIRS? 

 

How much should we spend repairing our gates? The replacement value of a system 

should be considered in line with its remaining reliable life expectancy, if repaired? 

 

   
 

What do you mean? Systems have been designed & installed in many different ways, 

using thousands of alternative components and are all unique. To ascertain worthiness of 

any further investment or repair, the life expectancy of a system is important. Is the 

investment worth it? Can the system be maintained cost effectively, or should it be 

replaced? Can replacement or compatibility parts be sourced and is the method-of-use 

and environment of the system still current with its design? 

 

What changes? Many changes can effect system performance and one owner’s need is 

often a new owner’s dislike. Installations are built around personal requirement, with 

change-of-mind, or new users wish the gate to perform in a new way. Local 

environmental changes can affect system performance beyond the owner or maintainer’s 

control promoting further modification.  For instance a bus stop being located by the gate, 

new tenants with different needs, re-development of the site or other effects upon the 

system, etc.) 

 

   
 

How does this have any bearing on my repair? All this adds greatly to problem solving 

complexity and the system’s design suitability, with a likely life expectancy. Now can be 

the ideal time to consider, what would I like to be different or better about my gate and 

what if the gate is repaired, like-for-like, will the result be satisfactory? This is often the 

cheapest option, but rarely is it the best one! 



 

That does not sound right! Actually it is often the best question to ask. One repair 

regularly causes strain on the remaining system and can speed up another fault, 

somewhere else. We believe systems should have 15 to 20 years reliable life expectancy, 

allowing for normal use and routine maintenance. 

 

        
 

To achieve this, the average value for a complete domestic installation ranges hugely 

dependant on design, products, preparation and installation quality. £10,000 to £20,000 

plus, would be our current suggested investment for a good life expectancy. 

 

         
 

What should I do? Is your system worth repairing? If the value of the repair is justified 

by a reasonable remaining life expectancy and the risk of further repairs is low, then we 

may suggest it be done. If not, a replacement should be planned for according to the 

available budget and consequences (where funds are restricted, budgeting for a 

replacement maybe wise?). 

 

   
 

 

Every day some people fall for the illusion of a cheap deal and some invest wisely! 
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